In this paper, a novel approach to translate queries from Japanese into English for the CLIR task is discussed. To get all possible English senses for every Japanese term, the online dictionary SPACEALC is utilized. The EWC semantic relatedness measure is used to select the most related meanings for the results of translation. This measure combines the Wikipedia-based Explicit Semantic Analysis measure, the WordNet path measure and the mixed collocation index. The preliminary tests of the proposed technique are done utilizing the NTCIR data collection. The performance of retrieval is compared with the variant of retrieval using queries generated by Google Translate.
INTRODUCTION
Cross-Language Information Retrieval (CLIR) can be used to retrieve documents in one language in response to a query given in another. The usual approach consists of two steps: 1) translation of the user query into the target language and then 2) retrieval of documents in this language by using a conventional mono-lingual information retrieval system. There is abundant literature on the CLIR task, using several approaches and different pairs of languages.
Recent findings in information retrieval such as explicit semantic analysis (ESA) introduced by Egozi et al. (2011) and ESA combined with WordNet and collocations (EWC) proposed by Haralambous and Klyuev (2011) allow us to look at the problem from a different angle. In this paper, we propose a novel approach to translate queries for a Japanese-English CLIR task. We assume that terms in any query should be semantically related to each other. This is a basis assumption of our approach. After segmenting the queries, we obtain full sets of translations for each Japanese term. The final step is to select the most semantically related alternatives applying EWC.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a review of the approaches to the CLIR task. Section 3 describes the key ideas of EWC. Section 4 introduces the details of the proposed technique to translate queries from Japanese into English. Section 5 gives details of experiments conducted. Section 6 discusses the results of the tests. Section 7 presents the concluding remarks.
RELATED WORK
Cross-language information retrieval has a long history. There is a lot of research done in this area. In this section, we review shortly the several studies to show the key current tendencies.
Book by Nie (2011) and by Voorness and Hartman (2005) introduce the key approaches and techniques used in CLIR. The most popular approaches include:
• Machine translation, • Query translation using bilingual dictionaries, • Transaction models derived from parallel texts, and • Similarity thesaurus-based translation.
The main goal of these techniques is to convert the CLIR task into the Ad-hoc retrieval task and then use the methods for the monolingual task to do retrieval.
Bilingual dictionaries do not reflect the dynamic nature of the languages: They do not include the latest words, and phrases appeared in them. This is a main disadvantage of their usage. An approach to use parallel texts from huge volumes in order to obtain a statistical bilingual dictionary became popular. Pinto et al. (2009) applied this approach to the Spanish-English cross-language information retrieval task and achieved improvements in the retrieval results.
Another way to get full translation of the queries is to use advanced translation systems. Google translation was proposed to use in the CLIR task by Xiaoning et al. (2008) . They applied it to the Chinese-English task.
Wikipedia is gaining popularity as a source of knowledge to get translation of terms. Nguyen et al (2008) used it to translate the initial queries into the language of the documents. They tested this approach for queries in Dutch, French, and Spanish and an English data collection. Sorg and Cimiano (2008) utilized the idea of mapping ESA vectors of the queries with respect to the Wikipedia query space into vectors with respect to the Wikipedia article space. They used the cross-language links of Wikipedia to map the ESA vectors between different languages. This technique was applied to the German -English and French -English language pairs. The authors reported that they did not gain the advantages in the performance compared to the other approaches utilized at CLIR 2008.
Approaches to translate queries do not preserve the semantics of the original queries. This results in the relatively low retrieval performance of the systems utilizing them. Haralambous and Klyuev (2011) introduce a new measure of words relatedness. It combines the ESA measure μESA, the ontological WordNet path measure μWNP, and the collocation index C ξ . This measure is called EWC (ESA plus WordNet, plus collocations) and is defined as follows:
EWC MEASURURE DESCRIPTION
where λ σ weights the WordNet path measure (WNP) with respect to ESA, and λ σ' weights the mixed collocation index C ξ with respect to ESA. This index is defined as follows:
where f(w 1 ,w 2 ), f(w 2 ,w 1 ) are the frequencies of the collocations of w 1 w 2 and w 2 w 1 in the corpus, and f(w i ) is the frequency of word w i . The values for constants λ σ , λ σ' , and ξ were set to 5.16, 48.7, and 0.55, respectively. Haralambous and Klyuev (2011) demonstrated the superiority of this measure over ESA on the WS-353 test set. Results of tests on query expansion discussed in study Klyuev and Haralambous (2011) showed superiority of EWC over ESA and DFR (divergence from randomness) term weighting model. This measure was applied to evaluate semantic similarity of candidates in the English language for inclusion in the target query.
GENERATING ENGLISH QUERIES
The main assumption of the proposed approach is to segment the original Japanese queries, then translate each detected term collecting all senses, and finally select the sense of a term that is most related to all terms of the query. The final step is disambiguation. An unsupervised Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD) system discussed by Patwardhan et al. (2007) is based on the hypothesis that the intended sense of an ambiguous word is related to the words in its context. We use the same hypothesis in the proposed approach. To achieve the goal, we create an oriented graph, which nodes are word senses. Edges connect nodes representing neighbouring Japanese terms. The shortest path on this graph gives us the results of query translation.
To implement the approach, we apply a) (Mecab, 2011) to segment Japanese queries; b) the quite efficient online Japanese-English dictionary (SPACEALC, 2011) to obtain all English variants of the translation of every Japanese term, and collocations; 3) an experimental online service to calculate the EWC similarity between translated English terms; 4) software based on the Dijkstra algorithm to select the English variants of translations for each term of the original Japanese query. Figure 1 illustrates our scheme for processing Japanese queries and obtaining English translations. 
PRELIMINARY EXPERIMENTS
We chose the open source search engine (Terrier, 2011) as a tool to index and retrieve data. It provides various retrieval approaches, among which TF-IDF and Okapi's B25 introduced by Robertson at al. (1995) . The NTCIR CLIR data collection (NTCIR, 2011) consisting of 187,000 articles in English was used as a data set for experiments. These articles are summaries of papers presented at scientific conferences hosted by Japanese academic societies. The collection covers a variety of topics, such as chemistry, electrical engineering, computer science, linguistics, library science, and etc. The size of the collection is about 275.5 MB. 83 topics are in Japanese. We used topics 0001 to 0030. A structure of the dataset and topics is similar to that of TREC (TREC, 2011) . A Porter's stemmer was applied to documents and queries. A standard stop word list provided by Terrier was also utilized. We took into account only the title fields as a source of queries. They are relatively short: Each query consists of a few keywords. Table 1 presents an original and segmented Japanese query (it consists of three terms; segmentation is done by Mecab), obtained variants of translation from SPACEALC, a generated English query and a query produced by Google Translate. The first line in the SPACEALC row corresponds to the first Japanese term; the second line (the term quality) is translation of the second Japanese term; and the third one includes senses of the last Japanese term.
In the experiments, we submitted to Terrier 1) queries generated according to the aforementioned technique applying Mecab to segment Japanese texts; 2) queries obtained from Google Translate service; 3) queries generated according to the aforementioned technique applying the longest match strategy to segment Japanese texts, and 4) queries generated applying Mecab to segment Japanese texts and selecting collocations from the results of translation by SPACEALC. The longest match technique matches the initial string of characters against the dictionary entries and takes the initial string that matches the longest entry in the dictionary as a word. This technique was introduced by Chen at al. (1998) . The longest mach strategy was implemented utilizing SPACEALC: The original query was initially submitted to SPACEALC. If SPACEALC failed to translate, we cut the last character from the query and tried to translate it again. In the case of success, we retrieved the all senses for the detected term and repeated this process for the remaining part of the query.
DISCUSSIONS
Retrieval performance with queries generated utilizing Mecab was very low. See Table 2 . The reason for this is as follows: The dictionary of Mecab does not include a big enough number of technical terms. As a result, there is no way to reconstruct the terms (to segment queries) correctly. The accurate segmentation gives the highest possible precision.
Our efforts to reconstruct technical terms and collocations from the information provided on the first page of SPACEALC did not help much: For value of a segmented Japanese term, the first collocation was selected, or the first meaning as a single term. See Table 2 , last column.
The longest match strategy gave the following results: SPACEALC translated successfully full queries without segmentation for topics: 4, 6, 12, 14, 15, 17, 19, 22, 24, 26, and 28 . There were several variants of translations for topics 14 and 22. Results of translation applying Google Translate service and SPACEALC were same for topics: 4, 6, 15, 17, 24, 26, and 28. These topics are omitted in Table 3 and  Table 4 . Table 3 presents the original Japanese queries and variants of translations by Google Translation service and by the proposed technique. Japanese queries initially were segmented utilizing the longest match technique and then they were Table 3 , one can see that the proposed approach generates queries similar to queries produced by Google without segmentation done in advance. Table 4 presents the average precision of each query. The right answers of retrieval are provided by organizers of the NTCIR Workshop only for 21 topics out of 30. N/A marks the topics without right answers. For the queries consisting of only one term, the all senses were selected: SPACEALC does not provide information about the frequency of terms, and terms are arranged in alphabetical order (See Table 3 , topic 1).
According to the word frequency list (Word, 2011) , the rank of word robot is equal to 4564. This is the most frequent term compared to "automaton", "bot", "golem", and "iron man". It seems that Google Translate service uses this information.
One can see from Table 4 that on queries generated according to the proposed technique, the system performed better only on topic 20.
Our preliminary experiments showed the superiority of the longest much technique applying SPACEALC over Mecab: Segmentation of Japanese texts is much more accurate. On the other hand, the current implementation of EWC does not take into account Wikipedia articles with titles consisting of multiple terms (they are dimensions in the Wikipedia space). As a result, the proposed technique cannot distinct multiple term items from collocations and give them the highest score. To illustrate this point, we consider the results of segmentation of topic 13 (See Table 3 ). Applying SPACEACL, we receive two terms with the following possible values: 1) loop region; looped domain; 2) analysis; deconvolution; mapping; and observational study. There is the entry for the term of observational study in Wikipedia. If we take into account this knowledge, then the result query consisting of loop region observational study and submitted to the search system gives the precision of the retrieval as of 0.3515. This result is much more precise compared to the value of 0.0526 obtained for the query generated by Google Translate service.
The EWC implementation should be enhanced in order to take the aforementioned articles into account. We strongly believe that this feature may improve the accuracy of translation significantly.
CONCLUSIONS
A novel approach to translate short queries from Japanese into English is introduced. It utilizes the EWC measure to calculate the similarity between translated terms and the shortest path idea to select terms from the list of candidates. It demonstrated the best performance when the longest match strategy is used to segment the original Japanese queries. The NTCIR CLIR data collection was used to test the proposed approach. Results of preliminary experiments showed that queries generated are similar to queries obtained from Google Translate service. The performance of the retrieval system for queries generated by the proposed approach is slightly worse compared to the performance for the queries obtained from Google Translate service.
To achieve the better accuracy in translation, the EWC implementation should be adjusted to take into account the Wikipedia articles with multiple word terms in the titles.
For short queries, word frequency information seems to be important. Additional experiments are needed to test this hypothesis and hypothesis about the adjustment of EWC.
